
Submission to Commission of Inquiry into the Crime and Corruption 

Commission 

I David Albert Kenny make the following submission to the Inquiry into the CCC 

based on my knowledge of the Logan City Council [LCC] as an active member of the 

community, as 2017 Logan Citizen of the Year and who has read and reviewed 

affidavits and Transcripts of the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission [QIRC] 

and the Magistrates Committal Hearing [MCH] and the Parliamentary Crime and 

Corruption Committee [PCCC] inquiry into the Crime and Corruption Commission 

[CCC] and attended as an observer several days of all three events. I have read the 

Terms of Reference and believe you would never take a job with a pair of handcuffs 

and ask you to consider all these facts. I have also read the result of two 

independent audits by Deloitte’s and PWC into financial management and 

governance of the LCC. I will not be disrespectful to you by going into long involved 

review of these and the PCCC evidence, but I will just summarise these three topics 

It is clear to me and to the  

• Two independent Audits found no wrongdoing. 

• Two Court Cases found in favour of the 8 former LCC councillors. 

• PCCC inquiry  

That a travesty of justice was orchestrated by the CCC by  

 using the unverified testimony of the  

 

 

 

Just to summarise  
evidence 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 





26 April 2019 - 8 Councillors charged with a criminal offence, just days before final 

verbal submissions to the commissioner in the QIRC. This leads to  

preferred outcome the dismissal of the LCC. 

2 &3 May 2019 – were the proposed dates for QIRC final sittings 

6 May 2019 - council dismissed and an administrator appointed 

Late May 2019 –  tries to influence  to reinstate  with 

the support of  advisors , 

when  refused to reinstate  and CCC look 

at ways to dismiss . 

July 2019 –  lack of 

Impartiality and evaluating  from prosecutor to judge and jury.   

There are more but this is a good start to reviewing how  and CCC DID 

NOT act Independently, impartially. 

Finally, regarding so called evidence, nowhere in the evidence presented by the 
CCC and its Detectives is there any evidence of an Investigation to verify the 
accusations by  the CCC simply 
accepted their version of their evidence as fact. 
  
Similarly, there is no evidence that the CCC and its Detectives ever investigated the 

validity of the  evidence in the Termination of  

employment. 

It is clear to all involved and the PCCC that the CCC acted without Independence or 

Impartiality in an endeavour not only to  

. For what political gain I will not speculate but it is also 

very clear that but obviously they were powered by Operation Belcarra: 

1. This was always and industrial relations matter that the CCC had no right to 

interfere. 

2. This was never a matter of fraud just and employer excursing its right not to 

give a person under probation a full-time job. 

3. How they linked not appointing someone to a full-time position as Fraud by 

defrauding  of salary more than $100,000 is incredulous connection of 

an Industrial Relations matter and a criminal matter. 

4. Why did they do it? because charging  

with Fraud would get the Council dismissed  

 

 

  

If you would like further evidence of the CCC lack of investigation and charging of 

innocent people there are another failed 13 cases and 3 failed appeals by the CCC 

against Mayors, councillors, and staff outside of the LCC 8 failed charges. 



All these defendants have now been found innocent but under the current laws 

pertaining to the CCC as they stand, they have no right of compensation against the 

CCC or the State Government which clearly wrong, unfair, un-Australian and may be 

legal but the actions of the CCC are in direct contrast to its Code of Conduct which in 

my view at the very least is Misconduct in a Public. 

You should recommend ex gratia payments to these innocent people and their 

family, and recommend changes allowing innocent people to obtain court costs and 

damages against the CCC. This would be a reminder to the CCC they are a 

Watchdog not an Attack-Dog. 

You should also recommend charging  the 

CCC their own definition of Fraud by denying these innocent persons income and 

causing irreparable damage to their reputations.  

The evidence also points to  

 

, and you should 

recommend they be charged with the CCC definition of Fraud.   

As an Inquiry you need to find the actions of the CCC illegal as per prosecution 

guidelines . Anything less will 

continue to allow the CCC outside their own code of conduct and act as a law unto 

themselves. 

I look forward to the outcome of your inquiry  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I will be happy for this submission to be public and would be pleased to be called as 

a witness should you require. 

Your faithfully 

David Kenny 

    

 




